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Abstract
Extreme precipitation poses great hazards to all components of society, especially in fast-reacting hydrological systems
such as urban areas. Due to climate change, the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation are expected to
surge, increasing the likelihood of urban pluvial flooding. Therefore, studies on the urban hydrological response to
extreme precipitation are in demand to produce accurate hydrological forecasts. In this study, a methodology was
developed on the analysis of historic convective precipitation events. Five events that occurred in Dutch urban areas
in the summer of 2021 were analyzed on the relation between event characteristics, hydrological response and impact
on vital urban infrastructure. First, the events were analyzed on precipitation duration and intensity. Subsequently,
the return period of the events in the current and future climate and the hydrological response modeled. Furthermore,
interviews with municipalities were performed to gain insights into the impact on urban infrastructure. The events
showed a large variety of characteristics, with some events being short and intense and others spreading over a longer
period. Return periods ranged from 10 years to 500-1000 years. The hydrological response was estimated to be
mostly in line with event characteristics, but land use and infrastructure types were identified to be of large influence
on the response. Furthermore, the relation between hydrological response and impact is not always simple. The
impact on vital urban infrastructure was found to be predominantly dependent on the number of urban functions
and urban building density, with a larger impact if both are high. Future research could focus on events with
different spatiotemporal resolutions or deepen the research on the five events studied here to further identify the
event-response-impact relation and features that influence the urban hydrological system.
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1

Introduction

Climatic extremes such as droughts, heat waves, floods
and extreme precipitation pose great hazards to all components of society, especially in densely populated areas
(Tjallingii, 2012; Tye, 2015). Due to climate change, it
is expected that the frequency and intensity of extreme
precipitation are likely to increase in the near future (e.g.
KNMI, 2021c; Seneviratne et al., 2012; Westra et al.,
2014). In particular, urban areas are at considerable risk
of this change in rainfall patterns. Cities have a high
percentage of paved surfaces and the capacity of precipitation to infiltrate into the soil is low. It results in
a fast hydrological response and thus heavy peak discharge (De Vos et al., 2017). Such a peak flow may
lead to local-scale pluvial floods, but also larger-scale
river floods or flash floods. Floods are catastrophic for
the economy and ecosystem and can be the cause of
many fatalities. In some cases, the number of deaths
exceeded 10,000, mostly due to flash floods (Jonkman,
2003). In urban areas, pluvial floods could affect many
vital, but also vulnerable functions (Manola et al., 2018).
Examples are emergency transportation, telecommunication and electricity generation. Failure of these functions can have a disastrous impact on society (Ministerie
van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2022).
Today, over 50% of the world’s population lives in
cities, which is projected to increase to around 70% by
2050 (United Nations of Economic and Social Affairs,
2018). In the Netherlands, the percentage of people living in urban areas is already considerably higher: over
90% lives in densely populated places (The World Bank,
2021). This high degree of urbanization means that extreme precipitation events could impact the functioning
of society throughout the country. With the increasing
threats of more intense extreme precipitation events in
the near future, large parts of vital urban infrastructure
will therefore be at risk (Westra et al., 2014).
As the climate is changing, society has to adapt,
most certainly in urban areas. Therefore, extensive research on climate adaptation in cities is currently on
the rise (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2016).
This focuses on e.g., building resilience to extreme heat
(De Groot-Reichwein et al., 2018) or sea-level rise (Al,
2018), but also on water-smart cities (Van Hattum et al.,
2016). For water-smart cities, research on extreme precipitation and its effect on urban hydrology plays a crucial role for adequate urban water management (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2016).
In the Netherlands, extreme precipitation research is
mainly focused on convective precipitation events, which
primarily occurs in summer. Fed by the heat of cloud
condensation and large amounts of thermal energy re-

leased by the sun heating Earth’s surface, strong ascending and descending motions in the air can cause the sudden release of large amounts of water (KNMI, 2021c).
Alongside heavy rainfall, also thunder, hail or extreme
winds can occur.
Although a convective precipitation event often happens very locally and in a short period of time, its high
intensity can have a significant impact on urban hydrology due to the fast hydrological response (Schroeer and
Tye, 2019; De Vos et al., 2017). For city councils and
municipalities, it is necessary to understand where and
when problems due to convective precipitation can arise
and what needs to be done to avoid damages and costs.
Therefore, accurate and real-time available hydrological
forecasts and warning systems are in demand (Henonin
et al., 2013; Codo and Rico-Ramirez, 2018).
However, due to the short temporal and small spatial scale of convective precipitation events, hydrological models require high spatiotemporal resolutions to be
able to produce a reliable forecast (Berne et al., 2004).
Furthermore, cities have a high degree of heterogeneity with buildings, roads, sewers and other obstructions
disrupting natural flow paths (Leandro et al., 2016).
Both the spatiotemporal resolution required for convective precipitation and the heterogeneity of cities lead to
higher model complexities en subsequently large computational efforts. Therefore, an accurate real-time hydrological forecast remains rather uncertain (Salvadore
et al., 2015; Codo and Rico-Ramirez, 2018).
To improve hydrological forecasts in cities, research
has focused on multiple aspects that can help to reduce the uncertainty. An example is a study on deepening the understanding of flow exchanges between water
at street level and underground drainage pipes (Bazin
et al., 2014). In this study, an experimental setup of
an urban drainage system was compared with a flow exchange model. Other studies focused on simplified 1D or
coupled 1D-2D urban hydrological models (e.g. Li and
Willems, 2020) and also full 2D or 3D models based on
surface water equations have been applied (Guo et al.,
2021; Zanchetta and Coulibaly, 2020).
While aforementioned studies focus on the hydrological effects of precipitation, other research concentrates
on the meteorological aspects of convective precipitation. One approach is performing a thorough statistical
analysis of convective precipitation events that happened
in the past in order to study trends and variabilities (e.g
Burn et al., 2011; Rajeevan et al., 2008; Siswanto et al.,
2016). Knowledge of these trends and variabilities can
be valuable input for hydrological models (Teegavarapu,
2012). Yet, urban heterogeneity still poses great issues
regarding generalizations in hydrological models, despite
the progress made in research of both convective pre-
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cipitation itself and its effect on hydrology (Leandro
et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2021). Hence, inaccurate flood
forecasts and unreliable warning systems can still arise,
particularly for small spatiotemporal convective storms
(Willems et al., 2012; Thorndahl et al., 2017).
A resolution might be to carry out a more in-depth
study of a historic convective precipitation event and its
effect on hydrology, for which four aspects are important.
Firstly, event characteristics, i.e. duration and intensity
are required. Secondly, the return period of the event in
the current and future climate needs to be calculated.
Thirdly, the hydrological response has to be estimated.
Lastly, the impact on vital urban infrastructure should
be determined. Coupling convective precipitation characteristics to the hydrological response and impact on
vital urban infrastructure helps to identify the relevant
features that affect the urban hydrological system. Perhaps the hydrological response and impact differ from
what one predicts in hydrological simulations, which is
valuable information to consider for flood forecasts and
warning systems. Furthermore, real events create more
awareness and urgency around the topic of urban water
management (Bevacqua et al., 2021).
Although one case study can only provide preliminary
conclusions, scaling up to several events of various
spatiotemporal scales happening at different locations
could help to produce generalizable findings (Baxter,
2010). This study aims to serve as an exploratory
research methodology on this topic by performing
an analysis of convective precipitation events from
the moment of downpour to impact on vital urban
infrastructure. Hence, five case studies of different
convective precipitation events that occurred in the
Netherlands in the summer of 2021 over urban areas will
be analyzed on precipitation duration and intensity, return periods in current and future climate, hydrological
response, and the actual impact on urban infrastructure.
In this research, the following research questions will be
answered:
1. What was the duration and intensity of the five
selected convective precipitation events?
2. What was the return period of these events in the
current and future climate?
3. What was the hydrological response to these
events?
4. What was the impact of these events on vital urban
infrastructure?
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2

Data

This section comprises a description of precipitation
data from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) and of the Dutch land use classification
system (LGN).

2.1

Gauge-adjusted radar precipitation
data

Evidently, the acquisition of precipitation data is required
to be able to analyse historic convective precipitation
events. For this, high-resolution precipitation measurements in both space and time are necessary to spot the
local and short-living character of these convective precipitation events (Salvadore et al., 2015; De Vos et al.,
2017).
In the Netherlands, the best high-resolution precipitation product is the gauge-adjusted radar data from
the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI).
This open-access dataset is updated once every month
and provides precipitation data up to a few months back.
It has a temporal resolution of 5 minutes, spatially arranged on a 1 by 1 kilometer grid over the Netherlands.
Hence, for every 5 minutes and for every 1 km2 , a precipitation amount is given. As the product keeps the original
resolution in both space and time, local and short-living
convective precipitation events occurring in urban areas
are contained in the data.
The KNMI uses two C-band weather radars in Den
Helder and Herwijnen. They are able to detect precipitation up to a few hours ahead based on the Doppler effect.
However, due to errors such as overshooting and attenuation, quantitative precipitation estimations by the
radar systems are hampered (Overeem, 2009). To compensate for those errors, the estimates are corrected by
gauge measurements from automatic weather stations
of the KNMI and manual rain gauges. Combining radar
and gauge measurements results in the aforementioned
high-quality dataset, which serves as the starting point
of this research (KNMI, 2021d).

2.2

Dutch land use classification system

Dutch land use classification data has been used to determine if a convective precipitation event occurred over
an urban or rural area. Since 1986, Wageningen Environmental Research has created land use maps (LGN) of the
Netherlands as an integration of soil maps, nature maps
and land parcel maps. This gives an overview of agricultural areas, forests, water bodies, roads, airports and
railway infrastructure and urban areas throughout the
country, displayed on a 5 by 5 meter resolution (Hazeu

et al., 2020).
Although it might seem easy to identify an urban
area with the help of satellite imagery, there is not always a hard division between urban and rural. Within
a city, there are places that could also be considered as
rural, such as a park, while parts of rural areas could be
considered urban, such as an airport (Stewart and Oke,
2012). The LGN can provide a reliable definition of urban areas in the Netherlands. Five classes are labeled as
urban: buildings, urban forests, urban bare soils, urban
grasslands and road and railway infrastructure (Hazeu
et al., 2020). These five classes are used as support in
the selection procedure of the convective precipitation
events in Dutch urban areas.
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Methodology

In this section, the methodology of this research is detailed. Figure 3.1 displays an overview of the methodology. It is set up in a similar fashion as the research
questions. Hence, Section 3.1 starts with an outline of
the selection procedure of the five convective precipitation events and their characteristics. Subsequently, in
Section 3.2 the calculation of return periods in the current and future climate is explained, followed by details
on how the hydrological responses was estimated in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the steps taken
to determine the impact on vital urban infrastructure.

3.1

Extreme precipitation event selection

As explained in Section 2, the gauge-adjusted radar precipitation data from the KNMI is used to select five
convective precipitation events occurring in Dutch urban areas in the summer of 2021. In order to determine
which events had to be considered, a couple of steps
have been taken, which are explained below.
In this research, summer was taken from the 1st of
May to the 30th of September. This was done as convective precipitation events can potentially develop from
May to September onward (KNMI, 2022). Hence, five
months of precipitation data with a 5-minute temporal resolution on a 1 by 1 km grid for the whole of the
Netherlands were taken into account.
Following, only extreme precipitation was selected
from the data. The KNMI defines an event as extreme

when it exceeds 10 mm/5 minutes (KNMI, 2022). This
threshold value has been used in this research as well.
From the selected data, each of the 5-minute precipitation sums occurring in one of the 1 km2 pixels were
ordered by intensity. Furthermore, for each pixel the total precipitation amounts per day were calculated and
ordered from high to low to get an idea of the precipitation extremity on each day.
Subsequently, the Dutch urban land use classifications (LGN) were used to determine if the precipitation
occurred over an urban area. If at least 50% of a grid
cell classified as urban, the precipitation event was taken
into account, corresponding with the definition of urban
versus rural areas by the European Commission (Dijkstra
and Poelman, 2014).
This procedure resulted in five extreme convective
precipitation events occurring in Dutch urban areas.
Time series of the days were created to identify the total precipitation duration and precipitation intensity (in
mm/5 minutes) of each event. Furthermore, cumulative
precipitation amounts were calculated to show the total
precipitation amount after each 5-minute time step.
To detect differences in precipitation intensity and
cumulative precipitation amount within an urban area,
each event was split up into four directions (e.g.
northwest-northeast-southeast-southwest). The characteristics of the convective precipitation events in the four
directions were used as background information in the
successive research, of which the methods is explained
further below.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the methodology.
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3.2

Return periods in the current and
future climate

After selecting the five convective precipitation events
and determining their characteristics, the return periods
of these events were calculated. Both for the current climate as well as for three future climate scenarios, return
periods were computed based on a report by STOWA,
the Dutch knowledge institute for water management.
This report details the statistics behind extreme precipitation in the current and future climate. The main purpose is to determine precipitation amounts as a function of precipitation duration for a given return period, often displayed in so-called rain duration curves or
depth-duration-frequency curves (Beersma et al., 2019).
The report includes statistical equations for durations of
10 minutes up to 10 days. In this research, the equations have been modified to durations from 5 to 115 minutes, which corresponds to the temporal resolution of the
KNMI-data and the maximum duration of the selected
precipitation events respectively.
The rain duration curves have been calculated with
the following equation:
γ
P (T ) = ξ·(1+ ·[1−{(1−exp[−1/T ])/ exp[−1/T ]}κ ])
κ
(1)

Figure 3.2: Rain duration curves for return periods from
2 to 1000 years and a duration from 5 up to 115 minutes.

tation events, by overlaying the rain duration curves with
each event. In order to do so, a maximum precipitation
amount for each duration was calculated, up to the total
duration of that particular event. Thus, a maximum 5minute amount, 10-minute amount, 15-minute amount
and so on has been calculated for each event. To achieve
this, Equation 1 was reversed to the following equation:
T (P ) =

With P the precipitation amount in mm, T the return
period in years and ξ, γ and κ the so-called Generalized Logistic (GLO)-parameters, which depend on duration. The GLO-distribution gives a probability distribution with a location parameter (ξ), dispersion coefficient (γ) and shape parameter (κ). Compared to other
probability distributions such as the Generalized Extreme
Value (GEV)-distribution, the GLO-distribution focuses
more on higher extremes, as it has heavier tails (Beersma
et al., 2019). As the return periods of extreme convective precipitation events were calculated, the GLOdistribution was appropriate to use.
Depending on the duration D, the values of the GLOparameters change with the following equations:
ξ = 1.02 · [7.339 + 0.848 log(D) + 2.884(log(D))2 ] (2)
γ = 0.04704 + 0.1978 log(D) − 0.05729(log(D))2 (3)
κ = −0.0336 − 0.264 log(D) + 0.0636(log(D))2 (4)
The GLO-parameters are calculated for durations
from 5 to 115 minutes and with return periods from
2 to 1000 years, the rain duration curves are created
(Figure 3.2).
As a next step, Figure 3.2 has been used to establish
the return periods of the five selected convective precipi-

1
ln([(−1/{( Pξ − 1)/( κγ − 1)})(1/−κ) + 1])
(5)

Thus, Equation 5 was used to determine the return periods in the current climate at all 5-minute time steps
of each of the five events. This was done for the four
directions within each urban area.
Next to return periods in the current climate, three
climate scenarios were used to determine the return period in a changing climate. Those were based on climate
scenarios created by the KNMI, which indicate different
effects of human-induced climate change. Depending on
the adaptation and mitigation ability of society, scenarios of higher and lower temperatures and changes in air
motions have been determined (Klein Tank et al., 2014).
In this research, the most extreme scenarios for
2030, 2050 and 2085 have been used. Those scenarios show the largest increase in extreme precipitation,
with changes of 3.9, 21.3 and 41.1 percent respectively
(Klein Tank et al., 2014; Beersma et al., 2019). The
precipitation amounts in the rain duration curves in Figure 3.2 have been multiplied with this increase in extreme
precipitation. This means that for a certain duration and
precipitation amount the chance of event recurrence becomes higher than for the current climate. With that,
the return periods of the events in the three future scenarios were be calculated.
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3.3

Hydrological response

The third part of this research focuses on the hydrological consequences of the five events. The hydrological response was assessed with a simple but easily understandable urban hydrological model, created by RIONED, the
overarching organization for Dutch urban water management (Van Luijtelaar, 2015).
The model requests only four parameters: water storage amount in a facility such as a sewer system (mm),
drainage from the sewer system or into the soil (mm/h),
overflow capacity (mm/h) and water storage amount on
the street (mm). Based on these parameters a rain water
system was schematized, calculating the storage change
per time step for three storage reservoirs: the sewer storage, storage on streets and inconvenient storage. In this
research, the latter two have been described as pluvial
ponding on streets and pluvial flooding of streets respectively (Van Luijtelaar, 2015). Pluvial ponding and pluvial flooding might sound similar, but a clear difference
exists, as indicated in Van Riel (2011) and by RIONED
(2019). During ponding, water is stored on streets without causing too many problems. Hence, ponding can be
classified as hindrance. However, when water is flowing
into buildings or important roads are blocked, infrastructure can be severely disrupted and properties damaged.
This is called a pluvial flood. This distinction between
ponding and flooding has therefore been used as an important indicator of the extremity of the hydrological
response to the convective precipitation events.
As input for the model, the precipitation data from
the five events was used, per pixel within each urban
area. First, the response of all five events was evaluated
under uniform parameter conditions. This was done to
identify the general relation between precipitation event
and hydrological response.
Furthermore, the hydrological response has also been
explored for five other situations, representative of characteristics of the urban areas where the events occurred.
This provided information on the dependency of the hydrological response to different land use or infrastructure types. These scenarios were a tunnel, old city center, forested neighborhood, extra water storage area (a
bioswale) and a lower point in a sloping landscape, de-

termined based on satellite imagery of the urban areas
and information provided by the municipalities were the
events occurred.
The parameter values are displayed in Table 3.1. The
first column shows the values under standard conditions,
meaning for a normal street a regular combined sewer
system. For a tunnel and bioswale, the values were based
on examples in Van Luijtelaar (2015). The parameter
values for the old city were chosen based on the fact
that old city streets are smaller and the sewer system
older, hence less can be stored and the overflow capacity
is lower. In a forested neighborhood, water can infiltrate
into the soil. Therefore, the drainage parameter was
set to a combination of drainage from the sewer system
and the soil, with the infiltration capacity determined
through Van Luijtelaar (2015). Finally, for the low point
in a sloping landscape, the overflow capacity was set to
0, as water cannot overflow from the lowest point.
It is important to note that land use or infrastructure
types and parameter values might not always be a fully
accurate representation of the urban areas. Real dimensions of the sewer system or the amount of water that
can be stored on the streets are not used. Furthermore,
many hydrological fluxes and urban heterogeneity are
not taken into account. Hence, the model rather provides a first estimate of how an urban area would react
to precipitation. It shows if pluvial ponding or flooding
would potentially occur, which is valuable information
when assessing the impact on vital urban infrastructure
(Section 3.4).

3.4

Impact on vital urban infrastructure

After discussing the event durations and intensities, return periods in current and future climate and hydrological responses, the last step has been the assessment
of the impact on vital urban infrastructure. Coupling
the extreme precipitation characteristics and hydrological response to the impact on vital urban infrastructure
provides insights into the event-impact relation, which
helps to identify the relevant features that affect the urban hydrological system.
The Dutch government has created an overview of
aspects that classify as vital urban infrastructure, that

Table 3.1: Scenarios and parameters for determining the hydrological response to the convective precipitation events.
Those are standard conditions for a normal street with a regular sewer system and five urban area-specific situations.

Storage in facility (mm)
Drainage (mm/h)
Overflow capacity (mm/h)
Storage on street (mm)

Standard

Tunnel

Old city

Forested neighborhood

Bioswale

Low point

9
0.7
32.4
35

7
24
0
5

9
0.7
21.6
10

9
20
32.4
35

40
20
0
35

9
0.7
0
35
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are vulnerable to climatic extremes. It includes main
road or rail infrastructure, energy production, hospital
functioning, emergency service accessibility and waste
water treatment. Failure of these vital urban functions
due to droughts, heat waves or flooding has a large impact on the whole country. It can lead to substantial
damage, costs and disruption of society (Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2016). Therefore, it has been
valuable to evaluate the impact of the convective precipitation events by these vital urban infrastructural functions.
To determine the relation between event and impact,
semi-structured interviews of 30 to 60 minutes have been
executed with the municipalities where the convective
precipitation events occurred. A systematic list of questions was formulated, mainly focused on the impact on
vital urban infrastructure. Furthermore, also more general context-related questions on how the event was experienced by municipality and citizens were discussed.
Finally, questions on current and future climate adaptation plans were discussed to better understand the
preparedness of municipalities to extreme precipitation.
The whole list of questions and answers per municipality
can be found in the appendix.
Alongside the interviews, photos and videos of the
events have been examined. This was done to get a
complete overview of the impact, visualizing the information from the interviews. Photos and videos were
provided by the municipalities, as well as found in news
articles and social media platforms such as YouTube or
Twitter.
While the other parts of the methodology have resulted in quantitative results, such as a time series or
return period, the part on impact has been approached
qualitatively. This was done as it proved to be difficult
to quantify actual impacts based on interviews and multimedia; the interviewees could not provide exact numbers of e.g. costs and videos or photos do not provide
quantitative information either. Hence, the impact of
the convective precipitation events on vital urban infrastructure has been analyzed in a more descriptive way.
This qualitative approach helped to verify the expected
hydrological response determined earlier and provided indepth insights into the truly occurred situations.
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4.1

Results
Extreme precipitation event selection
and characteristics

This section describes the characteristics of the five selected convective precipitation events of summer 2021
occurring in Dutch urban areas. First, the general
weather situation per event is shortly illustrated, followed by specific information on the duration and intensity. This is discussed for the four areas within each
urban area. Note that only events that at least once
reached precipitation intensities above 10 mm/5 minutes are discussed here. Figure 4.1 shows the locations
of the five convective precipitation events and Figure 4.2
time series of the events.
Event 1: Oss
The first convective precipitation event happened in the
night of Friday the 18th of June in Oss. Prior to the
event, temperatures were above 30 degrees. Additionally, the humidity was high. Hence, convective storms
formed over Belgium and France, which resulted extreme
precipitation in the night of the 18th of June after traveling northwards over the Netherlands (KNMI, 2021b).
In the provinces of Noord-Brabant and Gelderland,
these extreme events brought total amounts of precipitation above 20 mm in various places in the line Tilburg Apeldoorn (Weer.nl, 2021b). One of the highest precipitation amounts was measured in the northeast of NoordBrabant in the city of Oss (≈ 59,000 inhabitants).
Figure 4.1-1 displays that a precipitation band of
about 10 km wide passed over Oss. The event comprised of two parts and lasted for 50 minutes, shown in
Figure 4.2-1. More than 17 mm (intensity of 204 mm/h)
of rain was measured in 5 minutes at 03:45 in the north
of Oss and at 04:15 another 6 to 10 mm (intensity of 72
to 120 mm/h) was measured. In between, precipitation
amounts were almost zero. Both parts of the event were
short-living but also intense, especially at 03:45 when
the northwest and northeast of Oss saw almost 20 mm
in 5 minutes. The event varied much in space. The
southern part of Oss measured around 20 mm in total,
while in the northern parts around 30 mm of precipitation was measured in 50 minutes.
Event 2: Alkmaar and Bergen
The second convective precipitation event also happened
on Friday the 18th of June, in the late afternoon. Compared to the extreme precipitation of the night, conditions in the late afternoon were more unstable. Heavy
convective (thunder)storms formed in a short time. The

KNMI declared the orange weather code for most of the
country (Lancel, 2021; Weerplaza, 2021).
These convective storms brought extreme amounts
of precipitation to the north and west of the Netherlands. Large precipitation sums were measured around
the city of Alkmaar (≈ 100,000 inhabitants), shown in
Figure 4.1-2. In Bergen (≈ 30,000 inhabitants), over
110 mm of precipitation was measured in under two
hours, which was the fifth-largest precipitation amount
ever recorded in June (Weer.nl, 2021a).
A field of precipitation of about 50 km wide hit the
area. Figure 4.2-2A and 2B show time series of the precipitation event in both Alkmaar and Bergen. It rained
almost continuously for more than one hour. Precipitation intensities were extreme as well: in Alkmaar, 18 mm
in 5 minutes was measured (intensity of 216 mm/h) at
16:15, while a couple of minutes prior intensities were
already around 5 to 10 mm per 5 minutes. This led
to a total of just below 60 mm of precipitation after
1.5 hours at the four areas within Alkmaar. In Bergen,
intensities were even higher: almost 30 mm/5 minutes
was measured (intensity of 360 mm/h) at 16:20, and at
multiple instances before and after this peak, the KNMIthreshold of 10 mm/5 minutes was exceeded. This led
to a total precipitation sum of almost 120 mm of precipitation being measured at all four areas within Bergen.
Event 3: Susteren
The third precipitation event occurred on Tuesday the
29th of June in Susteren (Limburg). On that day, the
southeast of the Netherlands was hit by a series of extreme precipitation events. Hot and humid conditions
were again the driver behind the formation of these convective storms. Large precipitation sums were forecast:
amounts up to 50 to 70 mm could occur, although very
locally (Lancel, 2021). The KNMI issued the orange
weather code for the province (KNMI, 2021b).
In the late afternoon, heavy precipitation of 5 to
10 km wide passed over Susteren (≈ 7,000 inhabitants),
shown in Figure 4.1-3. Figure 4.2-3 shows the time series
of the event. The event lasted 40 minutes. Precipitation
intensities were above 10 mm/5 min at two instances.
Starting at 17:45 as some light rain, precipitation rapidly
intensified to above 20 mm in 5 minutes (intensity of
240 mm/h) at 17:50 and even above 30 mm in 5 minutes (intensity of 360 mm/h) at 17:55. Shortly thereafter, precipitation amounts became lower again (below
5 mm/5 minutes) for the rest of the evening. Precipitation characteristics did not vary much in space, although
the southeast of Susteren saw slightly lower precipitation
amounts. In less than an hour, a total of 65 to 80 mm of
precipitation was measured. Hence, a short but intense
band of precipitation moved over Susteren.
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Figure 4.1: The locations of the five selected convective precipitation events, displayed by number according to date.
The blue dots represent the spatial configuration of the precipitation events over the areas.
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Figure 4.2: Time series of the five convective precipitation events, displayed according to date and divided over the
four areas within each urban area. Bars indicate precipitation intensities per 5 minutes and lines the cumulative
precipitation amounts per time step.
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Event 4: Hengelo
The fourth convective precipitation event happened on
Sunday the 4th of July in Hengelo (Overijssel). The
south and east of the Netherlands experienced a series
of heavy precipitation and thunderstorms on that day.
Small and local convective events formed across NoordBrabant, Gelderland and Overijssel (Lancel, 2021).
In Hengelo (≈ 80,000 inhabitants), high precipitation amounts were measured in quite a short time. The
convective precipitation event was about 20 km wide, as
shown in Figure 4.1-4. Figure 4.2-4 shows the time series
of the event. The event occurred in Hengelo for approximately one hour. Precipitation intensities did not start
off extreme with around 4 mm (intensity of 48 mm/h) of
precipitation in 5 minutes. However, from 13:30 onward,
intensities got higher and became extreme at 13:35 and
13:40, with at both times around 12 mm (intensity of
144 mm/h) of precipitation in 5 minutes. The 30 minutes following, intensities were not as extreme anymore,
but remained around 7 mm/5 minutes (intensity of 84
mm/h) until 14:00. The event varied little in space. At
14:30, almost 60 mm of precipitation was measured in
total at all four areas within Hengelo.
Event 5: Brunssum
The fifth and last convective precipitation event occurred on Sunday the 22nd of August in Brunssum (Limburg). On the 22nd of August, a band with local, but
heavy precipitation passed over the provinces of NoordBrabant and Limburg. One of the highest precipitation
amounts was measured in Brunssum (≈ 28,000 inhabitants).
Figure 4.1-5 shows that a precipitation field of less
than 10 km wide occurred in Brunssum. The event
was very local and short-living, as it lasted for only
15 minutes (Figure 4.2-5). Within those 15 minutes,
a total precipitation amount above and around 30 mm
was measured. Precipitation intensities were just above
10 mm/5 minutes at 14:15 and 14:20 for most of the
town. However, the southwest of Brunssum saw a peak
of 18 mm in 5 minutes (intensity of 216 mm/h) at 14:15.
The precipitation event varied quite a bit in space, with
in total 35 mm of precipitation measured in the southwest of Brunssum, while the other areas saw just below
30 mm of precipitation in total.
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4.2

Return periods in the current and
future climate

This section provides the return periods of the five convective precipitation events. For each event, the rain
duration curves are given, followed by their return periods in the current climate and 2030, 2050 and 2085.
Finally, an overview of all events together is shown, to
depict differences between the events.
Event 1: Oss
The difference in precipitation intensity and total
amount between each part of the event in Oss, as described in the previous chapter, has implications on the
rain duration curve of the event. This is displayed in Figure 4.3-1. For the northwest and northeast of Oss, the
highest 5-minute sums are just below 20 mm. Hence,
return periods are quite high; 43 and 56 years respectively. On the other hand, the southeast and southwest
reported precipitation sums of less than 10 mm. Here,
the event cannot be classified as extreme, leading to a
return period of only 2 years for both.
Because there was a period without rain in between,
the precipitation amount up to a duration of 30 minutes
remained the same. Therefore, the return periods gradually become lower and after 30 minutes reaches just
3 years for the north and 1 year for the south of Oss.
From 35 minutes onward, some more rain occurred and
therefore the return periods increase slightly again. With
a sum of 32 mm in 40 minutes, the highest return period
of 17 years can be found in the northeast of Oss. On
average, the event in Oss has a return period of around
10 years.
Figure 4.4-1 shows the return periods of the event in
Oss in the current and future climate. Here, the mean
of all four parts of Oss is displayed; hence the return
period for five minutes is just above 25 years. Figure 4.41 clearly shows a large decrease in return period for the
future scenarios, especially for the 5-minute duration.
From 25 years, it becomes 17, 9 and 4 years for 2030,
2050 and 2085 respectively; a significant drop in return
period. At longer duration, the drop is less extreme as
the return periods are already quite low, though a slightly
larger drop is seen after 35 minutes.
Event 2: Alkmaar and Bergen
In Figure 4.3-2A and 2B, the rain duration curves of the
event in Alkmaar and Bergen are displayed. This event
passed over in 1.5 hours, so a longer time period. It was
also much heavier than in Oss. Return periods on the
short-term are high; around 50 years for Alkmaar and

200 years for Bergen, with the southeast having a return
period of 780 years.
A clear difference in return period remains visible between Alkmaar and Bergen throughout the event duration. In Bergen, precipitation intensities were much
higher, resulting in larger precipitation sums at every
duration and more extreme return periods. For the duration range of 15 to 35 minutes the return periods slightly
increase from around 300 to 400 years, but from 40 minutes onward the return periods in Bergen become above
500 years, even almost reaching 1000 years at a duration
of 60 minutes for the south. On the other hand, in Alkmaar the highest return periods are just above 100 years
and on average around 60 to 70 years, which can be
prescribed to lower precipitation intensities in Alkmaar.
Figure 4.4-2A and 2B display the return periods of
Alkmaar and Bergen in the current and future climate. It
shows that especially for high return periods in the current climate the difference with the future climate return
periods is highest. At the 40-minute sum in Alkmaar,
for instance, the return period changes from 90 years to
68, 44 and 25 years in 2030, 2050 and 2085 respectively,
while at the 10-minute sum it only reduces from 28 to
20, 11 and 6 years for the different scenarios. In Bergen,
the changes are even more extreme. At the 60-minute
sum, the return period goes from above 800 years to
650, 425 and 250 years, thus changing significantly.

Event 3: Susteren
The third event passed over Susteren. This event was extreme on the short term; precipitation intensities reached
almost 35 mm/5 minutes. This extremity has large implications on the return periods of the event, shown in
Figure 4.4-3. The return periods for a duration of 5 and
10 minutes are very high; values of 1000, even 2000 years
are found. On the longer term, precipitation intensities
were not as extreme. The return periods slowly drop
from 1000 years for 15-minute duration sums to around
300 years for the total event duration at the northwest,
northeast and southwest and 200 years at the southeast
of Susteren.
Figure 4.4-3 shows the mean return periods of the extreme precipitation event in Susteren in both the current
and future climate. The figure displays that especially
for the 5-minute and 10-minute sums the return period
will decrease. The 5-minute sum sees a reduction from
around 1500 years currently, to just below 250 years in
2085. From 15 minutes onward, the change in return
period slowly decreases as the current return period becomes lower, with the return period at the total event
duration dropping from 280 years to 80 years in 2085.
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Figure 4.3: Rain duration curves of all five events, displayed according to date. The dashed lines indicate the standard
rain duration curves for extreme precipitation. The straight lines indicate the return periods of each event at each
time step for all areas within each urban area.
Event 4: Hengelo
Figure 4.3-4 demonstrates the rain duration curve of the
event in Hengelo. This event did not have the highest
precipitation intensities out of the five events, but yet
it did rain steadily with a high intensity. The return

period increases clearly over time. While the 5-minute
intensity is not high, with a low return period of 5 to
8 years, the return period increases to around 120 to
140 years at a duration of 25 minutes. For a duration of
55 minutes onward, the return period slightly decreases
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Figure 4.4: Return periods of all five events for the current climate, 2030, 2050 and 2085, displayed according to
date. The lines show the mean return periods of the four areas within each urban area.
again, ending at about 80 to 110 years for the total event
duration.
Figure 4.4-4 displays the mean return periods of the
event in Hengelo in the current climate and in 2030,
2050 and 2085. Just as for the other events, the return
period changes the most when the current return period
is highest. For instance, for a duration of 25 minutes,

the return period goes from 130 years in the current
climate to 100, 60 and 25 years for 2030, 2050 and
2085 respectively. On the other hand, for a duration of
5 minutes the change is very little as all return periods
are below 10 years.
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Event 5: Brunssum
The event in Brunssum happened on a shorter time scale
than the other events as it lasted for 30 minutes. Figure 4.3-5 shows the rain duration curve of Brunssum during this time period. A distinction can be made between
the southwest of Brunssum and the other parts, as return
periods are higher for the southwest. At for instance a
5-minute duration, the return period is 56 years, while
the other areas have a return period of around 10 years.
Furthermore, the southwest of Brunssum has a highest return period of 100 years for a 15-minute duration,
while the other areas reach 50 years as a maximum. As
the sums of precipitation did not increase much further
with duration, the return periods drop to 40 years for
the southwest of Brunssum and 15 years for the other
locations at the end of the event.
Figure 4.4-5 shows the mean return periods of the
extreme precipitation event in Brunssum for the current
climate and future scenarios. It shows that the peak at
a duration of 15 minutes diminishes the most. A current return period of just over 50 years goes down to 37,
22 and 12 years for 2030, 2050 and 2085 respectively.
For lower return periods, the change for the future climate scenarios is also less extreme, just as for the other
convective precipitation events.
Event comparison
Figure 4.5 displays the return periods of all events together for every time step of 5 minutes on a logarithmic scale. The figure shows that the precipitation event
in Oss was much less extreme than the other events,
only experiencing return periods above 10 years for a
5-minute duration sum. The return period slightly increases again after 35 minutes due to more precipitation, but remains the lowest of all events. Both the
events in Brunssum and Susteren were short and heavy,
albeit on a totally different scale. The event in Susteren
was much heavier with return periods above 200 years,
while in Brunssum average return periods remain under 100 years. In Hengelo and Alkmaar, the precipitation events were relatively similar. For both events the
return periods increased for longer durations, with the
event in Hengelo being slightly more intense, while the
event in Alkmaar took place over a longer time period.
Finally, the precipitation event in Bergen can be classified as the most extreme. While for shorter durations
the return period was less than in Susteren, the ongoing
heavy precipitation has led to average return periods of
500 to 1000 years for longer durations. Hence, overall in Bergen the precipitation event was most extreme,
followed by Susteren, Hengelo, Alkmaar, Brunssum and
Oss.

Figure 4.5: Mean return periods of all events at every 5minute time step. Some events occurred over a shorter
time period than others, hence some lines continue for
longer. Note that the return periods are shown on a
logarithmic scale.
Figure 4.5 shows that precipitation intensity is the
main driver behind the value of a return period. High
precipitation intensities lead to high precipitation sums.
If intensities remain extreme for a longer time period,
precipitation sums will continue to increase with duration. This causes higher return periods with duration, as
seen in Bergen and Hengelo. On the other hand, when
precipitation intensities become relatively moderate over
a longer time period, the return period decreases with
duration. This can be observed for Oss, Susteren and
Brunssum. Hence, depending on which duration one
considers, the order of extremity of the return periods
between the events varies.
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4.3

Hydrological response

This chapter presents the estimations of the hydrological
response of each convective precipitation event. First,
a general overview is given of the hydrological response
under standardized sewer system conditions for all of
the urban areas, followed by some location-specific examples.
Hydrological response under standard conditions
As a first estimation, the hydrological response was assessed. To study the different hydrological responses
to each convective precipitation events, the parameters
have first been set to standardized conditions for a normal street with a regular combined sewer system, as
explained in Section 3.
Figure 4.6 shows the hydrological response of the five
events, as determined in Section 4.1. The bars clearly
indicate that the duration and intensity of the convective precipitation event have an effect on the hydrological response, corresponding with the return periods as
found in the previous chapter. In Oss and Brunssum,
the events were less extreme; hence, only small amounts
of 5 and 15 mm of water are stored on the street and
the sewer system is able to handle most of the precipitation. In Alkmaar and Hengelo more pluvial ponding
takes place under these standardized conditions as more
water is stored on the street. Similar to the return periods of Alkmaar and Hengelo, the hydrological response is
slightly more extreme in Hengelo. In Susteren en Bergen,
the maximum amount of water that can be stored on
the street is exceeded and pluvial flooding occurs. Especially in Bergen an extreme hydrological response is
seen, where the amount of pluvial flooding is almost
higher than the amount of ponding on streets.

Figure 4.6: Hydrological response to the convective precipitation events under standard conditions of a normal
street with a regular sewer system. The bars indicate the
maximum amount of water stored on the streets (pluvial
ponding) and pluvial flooding.

Event 1: Oss
In the previous chapter, the convective precipitation
event in Oss has been classified as the least extreme
compared to the other events with a return period below 10 years. This is also displayed in Figure 4.6, which
indicates that the hydrological response is not extreme
under standard sewer system conditions. Yet, in the case
of a tunnel, there might be some pluvial flooding possible, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7 displays a time series of the hydrological
response in the northeast of Oss, where a tunnel can
be found. It shows that for tunnel conditions there is
some pluvial flooding possible, although not for longer
than 20 minutes. While under standard conditions most
water is handled by the sewer system or otherwise stored
on the streets in puddles, for a tunnel the sewer system
is less able to manage the convective precipitation event.
Furthermore, less water can be stored in the tunnel itself
before it floods. Hence, although the event may not be
as extreme as the other events, problems can still occur
in a tunnel.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Time series of the hydrological response under standard conditions (a) and a tunnel (b) in the northeast of Oss.
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Event 2: Alkmaar and Bergen
As explained in the previous chapter, the return periods
of Alkmaar are substantially lower than those of Bergen
due to lower precipitation intensities. This is also reflected in the estimation of the hydrological response
as done in Figure 4.6, which is much more extreme in
Bergen. However, some parts of Alkmaar may have a
more similar response to parts of Bergen, as indicated in
Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8 displays the hydrological response in the
old city center of Alkmaar (a) and the forested neighborhoods of Bergen (b). Alkmaar has a historical city center, dating back to the Middle Ages. Hence, the sewer
system is likely to be older, meaning the overflow capacity is lower. Furthermore, streets are narrow, meaning
little water can be stored without causing flooding. Under these conditions, pluvial flooding is possible for more
than an hour, with a maximum flood amount of around
20 mm. In Bergen, on the other hand, some neighborhoods have been laid out rather spaciously in a natural,
forested setting. Hence, the percentage of paved

(a)

surfaces is lower compared to the standard sewer system
conditions and more water can be drained into the soil.
Figure 4.8b shows the hydrological response of the
forested southwest of Bergen. The amount of pluvial
flooding is lower compared to the standard conditions of
Figure 4.6, with a maximum of approximately 11 mm
instead of 30 mm. Thus, in these location-specific examples the hydrological response in the city center of
Alkmaar is heavier than in the forested neighborhood of
Bergen. This shows that a different land use or infrastructure type can have a large influence on the hydrological response, even though event characteristics and
return periods indicate otherwise.
Event 3: Susteren
In the previous chapter, the convective precipitation
event of the 29th of June in Susteren has been classified
as very extreme with return periods well above 200 years.
This is also displayed in the hydrological response of Figure 4.6, where pluvial flooding is shown with a maximum
amount of approximately 15 mm.
Figure 4.9 displays the hydrological response in more
detail for the northeast of Susteren, given under standard
conditions (a) and for a tunnel (b) underneath the railway line Roermond-Sittard. It shows that in a very short
amount of time the sewer system reaches its maximum
capacity and water will be stored on the streets, quickly
causing flooding as well. This is the case under standard sewer system conditions, where in approximately
15 minutes flooding occurs, but most certainly in the
tunnel a high amount of flooding is seen. Almost immediately after the event starts, maximum storage in the
sewer system is reached and the water is stored on the
tunnel road. As only a little amount of water can be
stored on the tunnel road without causing problems for
vehicles, a substantial amount of flooding occurs. Instead of 15 mm at maximum, a maximum flooding level
of almost 50 mm arises.
Event 4: Hengelo

(b)

Figure 4.8: Time series of the hydrological response in
the old city center of Alkmaar (a) and the forested neighborhoods of Bergen (b).

In Hengelo, climate adaptation has been a hot topic
for quite some years already (De Ruijter and Messelaar, 2017). Hence, in numerous places the municipality
installed extra storage areas, such as a bioswale. Figure 4.10 displays the hydrological response to such a
storage area, towards which water flows, instead of into
the sewer system. It clearly shows that an extra storage area with a maximum of 40 mm of storage has a
distinct effect on the hydrological response. Whereas
under a standard combined sewer system situation the
convective precipitation event caused quite some pluvial
ponding (Figure 4.6), now only a very little amount of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Time series of the hydrological response in the northeast of Susteren under standard conditions (a) and
the tunnel under the railway line (b).
ponding occurs. The rest of the water is either stored
in the extra storage area or drained into the soil underneath. Hence, an extra storage area has a large effect
on the possibility of pluvial ponding or flooding.
Event 5: Brunssum
The last hydrological response to discuss is that of Brunssum, located in the south of Limburg. This is a rather
complicated area to make estimations; due to the hilly
landscape, water is not stored evenly on streets. The water flow is heavily influenced by the topography of the
area and quickly flows towards the lower points in the
landscape. Hence, in upstream parts of Brunssum one
does not expect to see much water on the streets, while
in downstream parts all water coming from upstream
joins together.

Figure 4.11 gives an indication of how the hydrological response at a lower point in the landscape might be.
The stored amount on the streets is higher than under
standard sewer system conditions. This is mainly due
to no overflow capacity; the water is at its lowest point,
hence it cannot flow towards other areas. Therefore, the
amount of water stored on the street is higher. For heavier convective precipitation events than now occurred in
Brunssum, this could potentially leading to a substantial
amount of pluvial flooding.

Figure 4.11: Time series of the hydrological response
to the convective precipitation event in Brunssum at a
lower point in the landscape.

Figure 4.10: Time series of the hydrological response
to the convective precipitation event in Hengelo with an
extra storage area implemented.
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4.4

Impact on vital urban
infrastructure

In this last part of the results, the impact of the convective precipitation events on vital urban infrastructure
is discussed. This is done by assessing the interviews
performed with municipalities and (social) media such
as newspapers and YouTube.

Event 1: Oss
Based on the previous results sections, the first convective precipitation event to discuss can be classified as
the least extreme with low precipitation intensities and
return periods and a hydrological response that is quite
limited in extremity.
This relatively moderate character of the event in Oss
has implications on the actual impact of the event, which
is presumed to be not substantial. This was confirmed
by the municipality of Oss; requests for an interview
were turned down as they could not recall any trouble
occurring due to the event of Friday the 18th of June
(Gemeente Oss, personal communication, 28-03-2022).
The urban hydrological system was able to handle the
precipitation event. This was also the case in the tunnel
in the northeast of Oss, mentioned in Section 4.3, where
some pluvial flooding was estimated to occur. However,
as the tunnel is quite a recent structure (Omroep Brabant, 2013) on an important main road, design criteria are such that the tunnel could endure precipitation
events with a return period of 50 years (Van Luijtelaar,
2015). Therefore, in reality the tunnel was not flooded.
Hence, no vital urban infrastructure in Oss was affected
by the convective precipitation event.

Event 2: Alkmaar and Bergen
The moderate character of the event in Oss was not
seen in Alkmaar and Bergen, with higher precipitation
intensities and return periods and an extreme hydrological response. During the interview with the municipalities of Alkmaar and Bergen, it became clear that
the convective precipitation event left quite an impression on the citizens of both places. Photos and video
through (social) media display the extreme intensity of
the event well. In a short amount of time, pluvial flooding occurred and emergency services received numerous calls and messages from people with flooded basements and parking lots. In Bergen, especially lower areas
in the landscape experienced trouble, although also in
other parts of town the extreme amounts of precipitation
caused problems (Gemeente Bergen, personal communication, 29-03-2022). In Alkmaar, the old city center,
with small streets and little height difference between
door and street level, was affected the most (Gemeente
Alkmaar, personal communication, 15-04-2022).
Figure 4.12 gives an impression of the flooding in
Alkmaar (left) and Bergen (right), showing a significant
amount of water on the street. This indicates that the
impact on vital urban infrastructure was likely to be considerable. In Alkmaar, this was definitely the case; an important tunnel was blocked and waste water arose from
the sewer system (Noordhollands Dagblad, 2021). The
energy supply and telecommunication were not in trouble, although multiple households saw water flowing into
their house through the fuse box and alarm services were
overloaded with more than 100 notifications. Vulnerable
groups remained reachable throughout the event. Further details on the impact on vital urban infrastructure
can be found in Table 4.1 and the appendix.
Also in Bergen, the impact was large, though less on

Figure 4.12: Impression of flooding in Alkmaar (left) and Bergen (right). Sources: municipalities of Alkmaar and
Bergen.
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Table 4.1: Impact of the convective precipitation event of Friday the 18th of June on vital urban infrastructural
functions in Alkmaar. Information has been provided by the municipality of Alkmaar.
Function

Issues?

Main roads/tunnels

Yes

Energy supply

No

Telecommunication

No

Waste water

Yes

Flooded properties

Yes

Accessibility vulnerable groups

No

Explanation
An important tunnel underneath the train tracks was blocked. This
led to emergency services having to detour.
No issues were reported, although private properties saw water flowing through the fuse box.
No issues were reported, although the alarm services were likely overloaded.
Parts of Alkmaar had to deal with feces against the front doors.
Furthermore, drain covers flew off, leading to waste water on the
streets. However, the inundated tunnel was only pluvial water.
Numerous properties were flooded, especially basements and parking
lots. Furthermore, in the city center also first floors of properties
were flooded.
No issues were reported, though in the hospital water leaked through
the sealing (but not in a crucial part of the hospital).

vital urban infrastructure than in Alkmaar. Bergen is
a smaller town of 30,000 inhabitants. Less vital functions are present to be impacted. Most damage was
therefore seen on private properties, with many flooded
basements. There was also waste water on the streets
for at least an hour, but the energy supply or telecommunication were not affected, though communication
between emergency services could have been better. A
convenience for Bergen is the fact that it has a rather
wide spatial configuration; streets are wide with much
vegetation, see Figure 4.13. However, overall-speaking,
the impact on vital infrastructure was still substantial in
Bergen and damage costs were high.
Compared to Bergen, in Alkmaar the impact was
much larger, with important roads being blocked and
more damage to properties. The number of flooded
properties can likely be related to the building density
and height difference between house and street. Streets
are narrow and little vegetation is present in Alkmaar,
so water has difficulties to infiltrate into the soil, unlike in Bergen. These factors led to fewer problems with
flooding into properties, as visible in one of the forested
neighborhoods of Bergen.
Event 3: Susteren
The event characteristics, return periods and hydrological response of the convective precipitation event in Susteren indicate that the impact on society and vital urban
infrastructure was likely to be considerable. Yet, when
consulting the municipality of Echt-Susteren, no significant disruptive problems were mentioned (Gemeente
Echt-Susteren, personal communication, 21-03-2022).
The number of notifications on damage was not high,

Figure 4.13: Impression of flooding in a forested neighborhood of Bergen. The street is flooded, but partly due
to the wide configuration with much vegetation, properties are not damaged. Source: municipality of Bergen.

although some basements were flooded and multiple
drain covers got loosened. The tunnel under the railway
line, where severe pluvial flooding was expected, was indeed flooded, as visible in Figure 4.14. However, the
tunnel is not part of a main road; it connects to a small
village of 1000 inhabitants, which can be reached by a
5-minute detour as well (De Limburger, 2021). Hence,
the impact of the event on main road infrastructure was
little. Other vital functions, i.e. energy supply, telecommunication and accessibility of vulnerable people, were
also not affected. Therefore, the actual impact on vital urban infrastructure can be determined as minimal,
contrary to the estimated hydrological response.
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Figure 4.14: Impression of flooding of the tunnel in Susteren. Source: De Limburger.
Event 4: Hengelo
Based on the event characteristics and hydrological response, the convective precipitation event in Hengelo
was estimated to have an intermediate impact on vital
urban infrastructure. During the interview with the municipality of Hengelo, it became clear that the impact of
the event of the 4th of July was indeed mostly moderate.
Although property damage was reported, the number of
houses affected remained fairly low with 20 to 30 houses
having to deal with flooded basements. For some of
these houses, the outdated internal sewer system played
a role; a poorly maintained internal sewer system can
contribute to water damage. Thus, the reported damage on properties due to the precipitation event itself

was not extreme (Gemeente Hengelo, personal communication, 30-03-2022).
Yet, Figure 4.15 suggests that the impact on vital urban infrastructure was perhaps still quite extreme, with
numerous flooded streets blocking important roads and
sewage water stored on streets. This was confirmed by
the municipality, as well as by media (RTV Oost, 2021;
Tubantia, 2021). An overview of the impact on vital
urban functions is shown in Table 4.2. As Hengelo is
located in a slightly sloping area, mostly the lower lying
parts of Hengelo saw flooded streets.
According to the municipality, the areas where extra storage basins have been implemented were acting
as a buffer. Nevertheless, streets and mostly tunnels
underneath the railway line were blocked due to flooding. Hence, the impact on traffic was rather large, with
emergency services and regular traffic needing to detour,
though vulnerable groups could still be reached. The
energy supply and telecommunication were not affected.
On the other hand, (diluted) waste water was indeed
stored on streets and in tunnels, potentially impacting
people’s health. After approximately 1 to 1.5 hours,
streets were accessible again. Thus, the impact on vital infrastructure was still quite high, even though the
number of damaged properties was not extreme.
Event 5: Brunssum
The results on event characteristics and hydrological response of the event in Brunssum indicate that the impact on vital urban infrastructure was likely to be limited.
During the interview with the municipality of Brunssum,
this was confirmed. On the 22nd of August, they actually
did not receive any notifications of damage or flooded
properties (Gemeente Brunssum, personal communication, 12-04-2022). There were no problems with blocked

Figure 4.15: Impression of pluvial ponding and flooding of streets in Hengelo. Source: 112 Twente and Tubantia
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Table 4.2: Impact of the convective precipitation event of Sunday the 4th of July on vital urban infrastructural
functions in Hengelo. Information has been provided by the municipality of Hengelo.
Function

Issues?

Main roads/tunnels

Yes

Energy supply

No

Telecommunication

No

Waste water

Yes

Flooded properties

Yes

Accessibility vulnerable groups

No

Explanation
An important tunnels underneath the train tracks and other lower
lying roads were blocked. This led to emergency services having to
detour.
No issues were reported.
No issues were reported, although communication between emergency services could have been better.
In multiple parts of Hengelo, drain covers flew off and the sewer
system overflowed, leading to (diluted) waste water on the streets.
20 to 30 properties were flooded, mostly the basements. Occasionally,
outdated internal sewer systems played a role in the flooding.
No issues were reported, even though numerous roads were blocked.
Emergency services were able to take detours without losing too much
time.

main roads, energy supply, telecommunication or waste
water on streets either. Thus, the convective precipitation event in Brunssum had no impact on the vital urban
functions.
Interestingly, the municipality mentioned that on the
th
4 of July Brunssum did have to deal with flooding,
even though precipitation intensities did not surpass the
KNMI-threshold of 10 mm/5 minutes. Figure 4.16 gives
an impression. The number of damaged properties was
not extremely high (around 6 houses), but about five
to six lower areas in the hilly landscape encountered
problems. Here, all runoff from the hills merged, which
blocked a couple of important roads and caused drain
covers to fly off. Thus, this event did impact vital urban
infrastructure, even though the event of the 22nd was
more intense in terms of precipitation intensities.

Figure 4.16: Impression of flooding in Brunssum on the
4th of July. Source: De Limburger.
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5

Discussion

In this chapter, the results are discussed, followed by
a review of the research setup and steps that can be
taken in the future. The discussion is set up in the same
manner as the research questions, before ending with a
short discussion on the overall executed methodology.

5.1

Extreme precipitation event
characteristics

The event characteristics show that a wide variety of extreme precipitation events exists. Some events are very
short (i.e. happening in less than an hour) but also very
intense. This was the case in Susteren, where within
10 minutes 60 mm of precipitation was measured, and
Brunssum with 30 mm in 10 minutes. Other events show
slightly lower intensities distributed more evenly over a
bit longer time period, such as in Hengelo. These events
are all characterized by their small spatial scale and can
be classified as convective precipitation. Yet, the event
in Alkmaar and Bergen shows that extreme summer precipitation is not always characterized by a small spatiotemporal resolution. Here, large-scale precipitation of
about 50 km wide stretched over the area, with high
precipitation intensities for a longer time period. This
demonstrates that combinations of small-scale convective events and larger scale extreme precipitation events
can also occur (Westra et al., 2014; KNMI, 2022).
This variety in extreme precipitation types raises
questions about the event selection procedure. In this
research, a threshold of 10 mm/5 minutes was chosen
to select convective precipitation, in conformation with
the KNMI. However, with this threshold value several
notable events were excluded, most notoriously the extreme precipitation event in Limburg on the 13th and
14th of July.
In some parts of Limburg, more than 150 mm
of precipitation was measured in two days, as shown
in Figure 5.1. Yet, intensities never reached over
10 mm/5 minutes. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that
the total precipitation amount after two days was extreme, with a return period close to 1000 years (Beersma
et al., 2019). Properties and roads were flooded and
the Meuse river almost overflowed. Although this was
mostly due to runoff from Belgium and Germany, the
extreme precipitation occurring over Limburg itself were
also a contributing factor. Unsurprisingly, this event had
a very large impact on the function of society and vital
urban infrastructure (KNMI, 2021a).
The extreme event in Limburg is not the only case
where precipitation intensities were below the threshold of extreme precipitation, but where pluvial flood-

Figure 5.1: Time series of the extreme precipitation
event in Limburg on the 13th and 14th of July. Bars
indicate precipitation intensities and the line the cumulative precipitation amount over time.
ing did still occur. This happened on the 4th of June
in Eindhoven (Omroep Brabant, 2021), 29th of June in
Eygelshoven (1Limburg, 2021a), 4th of July in Brunssum
(1Limburg, 2021b) and on the 25th of July and 22nd of
August in Friesland (NOS, 2021; Het Parool, 2021). It
would be valuable to perform a similar study as here on
these types of events as well, with precipitation occurring over a larger spatiotemporal scale. This could help
to identify the relation between long-term term extreme
precipitation and the hydrological response and impact
on urban infrastructure.

5.2

Return periods in the current and
future climate

As determined before, return periods are in line with
precipitation intensities. An event with a high precipitation intensity (i.e. high precipitation sum per time
step) also has a high return period. This can be derived
from Equation 5 in Section 3, which states that with
increasing precipitation amount, the return period will
also increase. Thus, this results in the event in Bergen
holding the highest overall return period, followed by
Susteren, Hengelo, Alkmaar, Brunssum and Oss.
However, this order in return period extremity is not
always valid. For some events, precipitation intensities
and return periods might be low on the long term, but
higher on the short term. For instance, at a 10-minute
duration, the precipitation sum is higher in Susteren than
in Bergen, leading to a return period above 1000 and
just above 100 years respectively. However, the total
precipitation sum is higher in Bergen, causing the overall
return period to be higher there as well. Other events are
less intense on the short term, but more so on the long
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term, such as in Hengelo. These differences in return
period per time step show that it is valuable to study
return periods at intermediate time steps as well. This
provides information on the progression and extremity of
a precipitation event over time.
The question is to what extent return periods above
1000 years such as in Susteren are reliable. In order to
determine return periods, statistics are required. In the
Netherlands, occurrence probabilities and return periods
are determined based on more than 50 years of precipitation data from 12 automatic rain gauges (Beersma
et al., 2019). The advantage of this is that the data
from these rain gauges can be concatenated to a single time series, as justified by Overeem et al. (2008).
This series contains data for 600 instead of 50 years,
hence the number of events with extreme return periods
is higher. This reduces the uncertainty of these return
periods, as for example shown in Brauer et al. (2011),
which discusses an extreme precipitation event in 2010
with 160 mm of precipitation in 24 hours. However, the
more intense an event, the lower the sampling variability
as less events with extremely high return periods have
occurred. Hence, the uncertainty around return periods
of 1000 years remains quite large (Brauer et al., 2011).
Regardless, extreme precipitation statistics can still give
an indication if a return period was well above 1000 years
or not.
Focusing on extreme precipitation statistics and return periods, it is good to note that multiple probability
distributions exist. In Beersma et al. (2019), the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV)-distribution and Generalized Logistics (GLO)-distribution are described. Both
focus on the tails of the probability distribution, both requiring a location parameter, scale parameter and shape
parameter. This raises the question, which distribution
to choose?
According to Beersma et al. (2019), the GLOdistribution has a slightly heavier tail than the GEVdistribution.
This means that the chance to observe extreme values is higher for the GLO-distribution.
The GLO-tails are heaviest for shorter durations up to
12 hours; for longer durations it is better to use the
GEV-distribution. As this research focuses on convective
precipitation on the short temporal scale, it is therefore
legitimate to use the GLO-distribution to calculate return periods.
Next to return periods for the current climate, return periods were computed for three future scenarios
(2030, 2050, 2085). The calculated future return periods are however uncertain. They have been established
by scaling up the rain duration curves with a certain
factor, based on a percentage-wise increase in precipitation determined by Beersma et al. (2019) and Klein Tank

et al. (2014). Yet, in reality this increase in precipitation
might be quite different. As indicated by Westra et al.
(2014) however, the change in frequency and magnitude
of extreme precipitation in the future is important to be
understood well for adequate water management. Indicated by Read and Vogel (2015), hydrometeorological
processes are often considered as stationary over time,
which is not necessarily true. Combining existing theoretical and empirical results, Read and Vogel (2015)
created a comprehensive analysis of future return periods of flood events under non-stationary conditions. Future research could focus on return periods under nonstationary conditions in the Netherlands. For now, the
return periods of the three scenarios rather provide indications of how often an event would occur in the future.

5.3

Hydrological response

The hydrological response under standard conditions of
a normal street with a regular sewer system is proved to
be in line with event characteristics. Yet, the locationspecific examples have shown that this relation is not
necessarily correct. It indicates that land use and infrastructure types play a big role in the hydrological response. This was most prominently visible in the old
city center of Alkmaar compared to the forested neighborhood of Bergen. Lack of vegetation and other space
to store water are a large contribution to the amount of
pluvial flooding (De Vos et al., 2017).
Areas with a high percentage of paved surfaces such
as cities require accurate flood predictions (Codo and
Rico-Ramirez, 2018). Yet the heterogeneity of urban
areas is a complicating factor in urban hydrological modeling, as many parameters are involved (Leandro et al.,
2016). In this research, a fairly simple hydrological
model was used, requiring just four parameters (Van Luijtelaar, 2015). The model does not concern complex
flow processes and parameters and input data that are
hard to estimate.
The question is to which extent such a simple model
is an accurate representation of reality. Parameter values
are constant over time, initial conditions are not taken
into consideration and spatial dimensions are left out. In
reality, spatial dimensions are however extremely important. Urban areas form a complex heterogeneous web
of buildings, roads, sewers and other obstructions, influencing the urban hydrological system. Take for example
the city of Alkmaar, of which an aerial overview is given
in Figure 5.2. There are small streets, wider streets, a
tunnel, train station, a canal and a small green area, all
within 1 km2 . Each of these features have their own
dimensions and their own influence on the urban water
balance.
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Figure 5.2: Aerial overview of Alkmaar, displaying the heterogeneity of an urban area. Determining the hydrological
response of such a heterogeneous space through a simple model might be inaccurate, but more complex urban models
involve complicated flow processes and require many input data and parameters. Source: Google Earth.
These spatial dimensions of the urban areas are
not considered, which is a rather large simplification
of the RIONED-model. This reduces the accuracy of
the modelled results significantly. One could argue that
it is therefore better to work with more complex semidistributed or distributed models that display the hydrological response with more accuracy. However, a major
disadvantage of a more complex models is the need for
more data, which is not always available or can be complicated to acquire. Furthermore, the more complex a
model, the larger the computational efforts (Salvadore
et al., 2015). Thus, simple and more complex models
both have advantages and disadvantages, which are often opposites of each other.
This leads to the proposition that depending on the
intended research outcome, the type of model to apply
differs. In this research, the hydrological response has
been part of a larger methodology from extreme precipitation characteristics to impact on vital urban infrastructure. The intention was to get a first estimate of how an
urban area could have reacted to a convective precipitation event, which in the end could be compared to the
impact. This means that acquiring exact responses was
not crucial; rather an order of magnitude of the hydrological response was desired. Therefore, it was reasonable to study the response with a simple model, with low

complexity and a small number of parameters. Would
the focus of the research have been on an in-depth analysis of the hydrology of a specific urban area, then a
more complex model would be preferred, such as a hybrid model (Li and Willems, 2020) or a distributed model
(Zanchetta and Coulibaly, 2020).

5.4

Impact on vital urban infrastructure

Following the hydrological response, the results on the
impact show that the relation between event and impact
is not necessarily simple to establish. An event with a
high return period does not automatically lead to a large
impact on vital urban infrastructure and the same holds
the other way around.
This variation in the event-impact relation can likely
be prescribed to two factors: the number of vital functions within each urban area and building density. A
larger city such as Alkmaar or Hengelo serves as an important hub for economy and society with multiple vital
urban functions. Hence, whenever am extreme precipitation event passes over, there is more infrastructure
to be impacted, as described in Hammond et al. (2015).
On the other hand, smaller towns such as Bergen or Susteren have less urban functions. Hence, there the impact
was relatively small compared to the extremity of these
events. Certainly, numerous properties in Bergen and
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Susteren had flooded basements, but the concept of impact comprises many more aspects, of which material
damage to properties is only one of the elements. In
addition to the number of urban functions, the building
density of cities likely plays a large role in what the impact of a convective precipitation event will be (Rosenzweig et al., 2018). If buildings are close to each other,
water has less space and pluvial flooding can occur more
easily. This was visible in Alkmaar, with small streets
and buildings close to each other.
To discuss impacts of extreme precipitation on urban
areas further, it is valuable deepen the understanding of
the concept of impact. As indicated by Hammond et al.
(2015) and Rosenzweig et al. (2018), one needs to recognize when impact is ought to be large for adequate
flood risk resilience. Multiple tangible and intangible as
well as direct and indirect impacts of extreme precipitation exist, leading to a rather complicated concept
(Hammond et al., 2015). For simplification reasons, in
this research the focus was put on vital urban infrastructure. Yet, all vital urban infrastructure interact in a
complex system, relating to each other (Ouyang et al.,
2012). That makes it difficult to quantify impacts, especially due to indirect impacts. However, the quantification of impacts has been identified to be the main
factor behind the prioritization of flood risk management
by governments (Ten Veldhuis, 2011). Therefore, future
research should attempt to quantify the extreme precipitation events. This could be based on the number of
people affected, amount of flooded buildings or damage
costs.

5.5

Overall methodology

After the discussion of the results per section individually, one last discussion point remains, regarding the
overall methodology. What does assessing extreme precipitation through historic events contribute to scientific
research compared to model simulations of artificial precipitation events?
As indicated by Bulti and Abebe (2020), which kind
of urban flood modeling should be applied depends on
the needs, input data requirements and the computational efforts that can be made. Does one prefer to determine real-time and accurate flood risks, then complex
3D models are required. Are validations of simulations
desired, it might not be necessary to use the most computationally expensive model.
That is exactly where the methodology displayed
in this research arises. The analysis of historic events
through event characteristics, return periods, hydrological response and impact on vital urban infrastructure
can be valuable to review complex simulations. A model

simulation might predict certain areas to be vulnerable
to pluvial flooding, but this could be different in reality.
Furthermore, the impact on vital urban infrastructure is
not necessarily large in areas vulnerable to floods. This
methodology helps to identify the relevant features that
contribute to this complex relation in an uncomplicated
way.
Besides benefits for model validations, the analysis
of historic events also has advantages for society. In the
coming few decades, urban water management will become more and more important. The climate is changing
and more and heavier extreme precipitation is expected
(Westra et al., 2014; KNMI, 2021c). At the same time,
a trend of urbanisation is happening worldwide (United
Nations of Economic and Social Affairs, 2018). The
number of people that will be affected by pluvial flooding will increase, the number of vital functions involved
as well. Here, historic events are of aid. These events
appeal to the imagination. People have experienced the
extreme precipitation event and pluvial flooding themselves, understanding the extremity of it. Historic events
create a sense of urgency for politics around the topic of
urban water management. Therefore, studying events
that truly happened is important.
With a mere five case studies, it is however rather
difficult to draw robust conclusions on what affects the
event-response-impact relation. The case studies have
shown that a wide variety of extreme precipitation events
exists, each with a different hydrological response and
impact, all depending on different urban features. Future research could expand the methodology to more
case studies. One could consider events that were below
the extreme precipitation threshold of 10 mm/5 minutes,
but still had a heavy hydrological response and extreme
impact. In theory, a large amount of extreme precipitation events can be analyzed, each with their own characteristics and hydrological response. This would help
to gain better insights into the event-response-impact
relation.
Another option could be to deepen the understanding of the five case studies presented here. The real
dimensions of the urban infrastructure, for example the
sewer system or a tunnel, were not considered. More
area-specific dimensions could be taken into account for
the hydrological response, providing a better representation of the urban areas in reality. This could be related to model simulations of the areas. Furthermore, a
quantification of the impact on vital urban infrastructure
could be attempted. It has become apparent that impact
quantification is an important factor in flood risk management prioritization. Certainly for the future, prioritizing urban flood risk management is essential to maintain
a pleasant and sustainable way of urban living.
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6

Conclusion

The main goal of this research was to gain insights into
the relation between event characteristics, hydrological
response and impact on vital urban infrastructure. This
was done through the analysis of five convective precipitation event that occurred in Dutch urban areas in the
summer of 2021.
The first two research question focused on the characteristics and return periods of these events. All events
had quite different characteristics. The event in Susteren was very intense, but also very short, with a return
period above 1000 years on the short term and 300 years
on the long term. These event characteristics are typical
for convective precipitation. In Hengelo, the event was
also quite short, but precipitation was distributed more
evenly over time, resulting in return periods of about
100 years. In Alkmaar and Bergen however, it rained
almost continuously for 1.5 hours, which differs from
regular convective precipitation events. In Bergen, the
event was more intense. This has resulted in a mean
return period above 700 years, while in Alkmaar the average return period was 60 years. The events in Oss
and Brunssum were found to be not very heavy with return periods below 50 years for most of the time, despite
passing the event selection procedure.
The overall return periods of each event are in line
with the event characteristics; a high precipitation intensity results in a high return period. Yet, on shorter time
scales, this is not always the case. The 10-minute precipitation sum of the event in Susteren was much higher
than in Bergen, for example, causing a higher return
period in Susteren for this shorter time period. However, on the long term, precipitation sums were higher
in Bergen, leading to a higher overall return period than
in Susteren.
Next to return periods of the current climate, also for
2030, 2050, 2085 return periods were calculated. Those
future scenarios show that percentage-wise, the most
extreme return periods are dampened the most, indicating that these event are likely to occur more often in
the future. For example, In Bergen the return period of
700 years becomes just above 200 years and in Susteren
the return period drops from around 300 to 100 years.
The third research question focused on the hydrological response. The hydrological response was found
to be in line with event characteristics under standardized conditions. However, land use and infrastructure
types have a large influence on the hydrological response.
Vegetation and water storage areas dampen the amount
of flooding, while small streets and tunnels will lead to
a more intense hydrological response. This was most
prominent between the old city center in Alkmaar and

the forested neighborhood of Bergen. where the response was estimated to be higher in Alkmaar despite
the return period being more than 10 times lower.
The last research question on the impact of vital urban infrastructure displayed that the relation between
characteristics, hydrological response and impact is not
simple. The number of vital urban functions and building density of urban areas play a large role in the impact.
In larger and denser cities such as Alkmaar and Hengelo,
impacts are in general larger, even though return periods were lower than in Bergen and Susteren. This shows
that an extreme precipitation event does not necessarily
lead to a heavy hydrological response and large impact
and that less heavy events can still have a large impact
on vital urban infrastructure.
Further research could expand the current research
to more case studies with different extreme precipitation characteristics, such as extreme precipitation with
lower intensities occurring over a longer time scale. Furthermore, research could dive deeper into the five case
studies presented here, focusing on a more realistic hydrological response and the quantification of impacts.
That could help to gain better insights into the eventresponse-impact relation, which has to be understood for
adequate urban flood risk management in the future.
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Appendix
1: Interview municipality of Alkmaar (15-04-2022, in Dutch)
1. Hoe hebben jullie de bui ervaren?
De bui was erg heftig en er was zeker sprake van wateroverlast. Het heeft heel hard geregend en binnen de
kortste keren stonden delen van de stad blank. Er zijn ruim 100 meldingen van wateroverlast gedaan, wat wel
aantoont dat het een hevige bui is geweest met veel impact. Op een gegeven moment waren er zo veel meldingen
dat alleen de plekken waar putdeksels eraf vlogen nog werden aangepakt.
2. Op wat voor plekken was er overlast, wat waren knelputen?
Dit was een tunnel onder het spoor (kwam ook op het nieuws met zwemmende kinderen), een wijk met veel
souterrains (op 150 woningen 75 meldingen) en de dichtbebouwde binnenstad, waar water niet weg kon stromen
door veel verhard oppervlak (90%) en smalle straten zonder groen en geen hoogteverschil tussen woning en straat.
Binnen de stad waren het dan de wat lager gelegen straten zoals de Laat. Daarnaast natuurlijk ondergelopen
kelders en (particuliere) parkeergarages. In Alkmaar waren het dus zowel dichtbebouwde gebieden en lager
gelegen gebieden, waar het water samenkomt. Er was overigens een duidelijke gradiënt zichtbaar tussen de
west- en oostkant van Alkmaar, met veel meer meldingen aan de westkant (richting Bergen).
3. Wat voor problemen zijn er geweest met de volgende stedelijke infrastructuur:
• Hoofdwegen, spoorwegen en tunnels?
De bergertunnel onder het spoor stond dus helemaal onder water. Dit is geen hoofdweg, maar nog wel een
belangrijke weg richting het centrum. Hulpdiensten moesten omrijden via een normale spoorwegovergang.
Gelukkig konden de hulpdiensten tijdig worden ingelicht door de calamiteitenambtenaar dat ze moesten
omreizen.
• Energievoorziening?
Hier zijn geen problemen mee geweest. Wel dat het water bij mensen naar binnen stroomde via de meterkast
en stopcontacten aantastten.
• Telecommunicatie?
Geen problemen mee geweest, hoewel 112 ongetwijfeld overbelast was.
• Afvalwater op straat?
In één straat zaten de fecaliën op de muren en voordeur.. dat hebben bewoners zelf opgeruimd. Dit is ook
op het nieuws geweest. Het is niet helemaal duidelijk waarom er precies op dat punt dit optrad, misschien
vanwege de samenkomst van riool en hemelwater op een wat lager punt in het landschap. Verder is er
een melding geweest van de vermenging van hemelwater met een vetvangput, waardoor er verdund vet op
straat stond. Dit werd wel tijdig weer schoongemaakt. In de tunnel was echt regenwater.
• Ondergelopen woningen of bedrijven?
Dit waren er echt heel veel, vooral dus souterrains en kelders, maar in de binnenstad ook de begane grond
van woonhuizen. Vaak was de binnenhuisriolering niet op orde. De meldingen kwamen vooral vanuit de
souterrains (in één wijk 75 meldingen op 150 woningen) en de binnenstad, kelders viel mee. Er liepen wel
ook ondergrondse particuliere parkeergarages onder doordat mensen de deur open deden.
• Bereik van kwetsbare groepen of gebouwen?
In het ziekenhuis van Alkmaar kwam er water door het plafond, maar dat kwam mede door de slechte
binnenhuisriolering. Verder zijn ouderen wel bang geworden, maar zijn er geen meldingen dat kwetsbare
groepen niet te bereiken waren.
4. Hoe snel was de situatie weer terug bij normaal?
Dit was vrij snel, door adequaat handelen was na ongeveer een half uur de situatie weer relatief normaal. Wel
was het rioolsysteem nog vol, dus toen er op 19 juni 2021 weer vrij veel neerslag viel was dat wel vervelend.
5. Wat voor kosten heeft de bui met zich meegebracht?
Dit is nog onbekend, er wordt nog een schatting gemaakt.
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6. Zijn er speciale waterbergingslocaties, danwel aangepaste rioolsystemen?
Die zijn er al zeker, bijvoorbeeld de wijk De Hoef, ten westen van het centrum. Die wijk wordt sinds 2010
gebruikt als een grote waterbergingslocatie. In het centrum is dit niet echt mogelijk, dus daar worden riolen
aangepast.
7. Wat voor plannen rondom klimaatadaptatie zijn er, ook voor de toekomst?
Er is een hele klimaatadaptatiestrategie met uitvoeringsprogramma getekend door de metropoolregio Amsterdam, Alkmaar en de rest van Noord-Holland. Zij hebben een intentieovereenkomst getekend om in 2050 helemaal
klimaatadaptief te zijn, wat inhoudt dat er bepaalde normen m.b.t. het klimaat worden meegegeven aan projectontwikkelaars en in het beleid worden geïmplementeerd. Gebieden worden ook heringericht, waarbij meer groen
wordt aangebracht of waar dat niet mogelijk is er een grotere afvoer wordt aangelegd. Voor nieuwe plannen
moet ook eerst worden doorgerekend wat het effect is van een bui van 100 mm in 60 minuten.
8. Heeft de bui van 18 juni nog geleid tot nieuwe klimaatadaptatieplannen of meer urgentie?
De bui heeft niet zo zeer geleid tot nieuwe plannen, aangezien er al veel plannen zijn. Wel zijn hier en plannen voor
kwetsbare gebieden naar voren gehaald. Er is veel onderzoek gedaan, maar dat is ook vooral om bewustwording
te creëren bij de politiek en burgers.

2: Interview municipality of Bergen (29-03-2022, in Dutch)
1. Hoe hebben jullie de bui ervaren?
De bui was zeer heftig, er is zeer veel over gepraat binnen de gemeente en heeft binnen de politiek en bij burgers
voor urgentie van het probleem gebracht. De BUCH-gemeenten zijn nog steeds met de bui bezig.
2. Op wat voor plekken was er overlast, wat waren knelputen?
Dit waren vooral lager gelegen gebieden, waar water met een (lichte) helling heen stroomt. Verharde locaties of
het dichtbevolkte centrum springen niet dermate eruit qua overlast, hoewel ook daar uiteraard veel problemen
waren. Ook betegelde tuinen hebben niet specifiek meer invloed gehad.
3. Wat voor problemen zijn er geweest met de volgende stedelijke infrastructuur: Problemen waren er vooral met
lager gelegen gebieden dus, denk aan ondergelopen kelders, souterrains of ondergrondse parkeergarages. Ook
liep water de woning in en kwam water via de binnenhuisriolering omhoog. Straten stonden veelal volledig blank.
• Hoofdwegen, spoorwegen en tunnels?
Er zijn geen tunnels in Bergen. Geen grote hoofdwegen waren geblokkeerd, waarbij Bergen het voordeel
heeft dat het niet langs een echt grote hoofdweg ligt. De wegen waren rond Schoorl wel meer aangetast,
omdat het daar meer helt. De bui heeft wel gezorgd voor spoelgaten (een soort sinkholes) in de weg door
de grote druk op het rioolsysteem, waardoor leidingen springen.
• Energievoorziening?
Zijn geen problemen mee geweest.
• Telecommunicatie?
Zijn geen problemen mee geweest.
• Afvalwater op straat?
Bergen heeft een gemengd rioolsysteem, dus bij zulk extreem weer komt ook afvalwater op straat. Tot
putdekselniveau is gemeten, maar zeer waarschijnlijk zijn er ook putdeksels losgeraakt en is zo rioolwater
op straat gekomen.
• Ondergelopen woningen of bedrijven?
Hier was veel sprake van, vooral van ondergelopen kelders en souterrains. Er was dus veel schade bij de
burgers van de gemeente.
• Bereik van kwetsbare groepen of gebouwen?
Er waren geen problemen met het fysiek bereiken van kwetsbare groepen, maar het scheelt dat Bergen
geen ziekenhuis e.d. heeft. Wel waren er problemen met de communicatie; de brandweer en politie waren
overbelast en hadden te weinig mensen beschikbaar. Er had eigenlijk met de veiligheidsregio moeten worden
opgeschaald naar niveau GRIP 1.
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4. Hoe snel was de situatie weer terug bij normaal?
Na 4 tot 5 dagen was de situatie weer normaal en het rioolsysteem onder de overstortdrempel. Daarvoor waren
noodpompen nodig om dat voor elkaar te krijgen. Te zien was dat het grondwaterniveau met 1 meter was
gestegen. Wat niet mee hielp was dat van 19 op 20 juni er opnieuw flink veel regen op een feitelijk al vol
systeem was gevallen. Het water op de straten was weg na een paar uur.
5. Wat voor kosten heeft de bui met zich meegebracht?
De schade is opgelopen tot in de miljoenen, veelal op particuliere terreinen. Ook bestuurlijk heeft de bui flink
gekost; denk aan de kosten voor de noodpompen, brandweer en spoelgaten.
6. Zijn er speciale waterbergingslocaties, danwel aangepaste rioolsystemen?
Die zijn er alleen buiten het stedelijk gebied. Tijdens een hevige en kortdurende bui kan het water niet snel
genoeg bij zulke bergingslocaties komen.
7. Wat voor plannen rondom klimaatadaptatie zijn er, ook voor de toekomst?
De laatste jaren is er al veel gedaan aan het beter vasthouden van regenwater en aan infiltratie in stedelijke
gebieden, zoals infiltratie in wegfundering. Het is echter een langlopend proces waar de hele ruimtelijke ordening
aan te pas komt.
8. Heeft de bui van 18 juni nog geleid tot nieuwe klimaatadaptatieplannen of meer urgentie?
Zeker, zowel bij burgers als bij de politiek. Er heerst het gevoel dat er echt wat moet worden gedaan om zulke
schade in de toekomst te kunnen voorkomen. De BUCH-gemeenten zijn daarom bezig met een inventarisatie
waarbij beelden van de wateroverlast worden vergeleken met bestaande modellen, om zo te zien waar overeenkomsten en verschillen zijn. Gelukkig komt het grotendeels met elkaar overeen. Verder nemen de gemeenten op
dit moment vooral maatregelen voor de korte termijn; kleine aanpassingen voor maximaal 10.000 euro zoals
maaiveldaanpassingen op de meest cruciale knelpunten. Grote “nature-based” adaptatieplannen voor de lange
termijn zijn op dit moment niet in werking.

3: Interview municipality of Hengelo (30-03-2022, in Dutch)
1. Hoe hebben jullie de bui ervaren?
De bui was redelijk heftig en er was zeker sprake van wateroverlast, hoewel niet in extreme mate. In Hengelo
hebben ze als definitie van wateroverlast dat voor een bui van T = 10 er water in de woning moet zijn gestroomd
en voor T = 100 er problemen met vitale stedelijke infrastructuur is geweest. Dat was wel het geval op 4 juli
2021.
2. Op wat voor plekken was er overlast, wat waren knelputen?
Dit waren vooral vijf lager gelegen plekken in Hengelo. Hengelo ligt deels op een stuwwal, en vooral het deel
dat niet op de stuwwal ligt is gevoelig voor wateroverlast. Een neveneffect van water op straat was dat auto’s
er doorheen proberen te rijden en zo een band aan water over de stoeprand duwen.
3. Wat voor problemen zijn er geweest met de volgende stedelijke infrastructuur:
• Hoofdwegen, spoorwegen en tunnels?
Die waren veelal geblokkeerd, vooral ook tunnels onder de spoorbanen door. Dat zijn zowel tunnels voor
fietsers en voetgangers, maar ook echt voor doorgaan autoverkeer.
• Energievoorziening?
Zijn geen problemen mee geweest. Wel is het belangrijk om in de toekomst te zorgen dat het ook geen
probleem gaat zijn, bijvoorbeeld bij trafostations op industrieterreinen waardoor stroomuitval van bedrijven
plaats kan vinden.
• Telecommunicatie?
Zijn geen problemen mee geweest.
• Afvalwater op straat?
Ja, er was sprake van afvalwater op straat. Er was sprake van riooloverstorten en er waren omhooggekomen
putdeksels waarvoor de brandweer en riooldienst moest uitrukken.
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• Ondergelopen woningen of bedrijven?
Dit viel mee, 20 tot 30 huizen liepen onder water, vooral kelders. Hier heeft de binnenhuisriolering ook
invloed; is die slecht onderhouden, dan komt water al snel via het toilet omhoog.
• Bereik van kwetsbare groepen of gebouwen?
Het bereik van kwetsbaren was niet in het geding; ondanks de blokkade van hoofdwegen konden hulpdiensten alsnog de locaties bereiken. Wel moet er worden geëvalueerd of de gemeente kan communiceren
met de hulpdiensten waar blokkades zijn. Ook was de brandweer onderbemand om snel alle kelders leeg te
pompen.
4. Hoe snel was de situatie weer terug bij normaal?
Na ongeveer 1 a 1.5 uur was het water weer weg van de straten. Hoe snel het rioolsysteem weer op normaalpeil
was is lastig te zeggen, maar het zal een kwestie van een paar dagen zijn geweest. Hoeveel water er op straat
komt is overigens erg afhankelijk van wanneer de piek van de bui is. Is dat aan het begin, dan is er makkelijker
tegenop te pompen dan wanneer het systeem al deels gevuld is.
5. Wat voor kosten heeft de bui met zich meegebracht?
De kosten vielen mee, er zijn wel wat schadeclaims. Maar mensen zien in dat er ook veelal sprake is van
overmacht.
6. Zijn er speciale waterbergingslocaties, danwel aangepaste rioolsystemen?
Jazeker, bijvoorbeeld een grote middenberm waar regenwater via een blauwe ader heen wordt geleid. Dit heeft
ook goed gefunctioneerd bij de bui, want op deze locatie zijn geen meldingen van wateroverlast geweest. Ook
is al best een deel van de gemeente losgekoppeld van het gemengde rioolsysteem of van het verharde oppervlak,
waardoor water naar beken of groene plekken wordt geleid. Het systeem is dus al redelijk aangepast om het
gemengde stelsel minder te belasten.
7. Wat voor plannen rondom klimaatadaptatie zijn er, ook voor de toekomst?
De gemeente Hengelo doet al redelijk wat aan klimaatadaptatie. In 2019 hebben ze een klimaateffectenatlas
gemaakt om te zien waar klimaatadaptieve maatregelen gewenst zijn. Ook zijn er met inwoners van de gemeente
klimaatdialogen gehouden om te horen waar zij overlast zien. Voor de toekomst zijn er plannen om het rioolstelsel om te leiden naar groene gebieden of andere waterbergingslocaties en om oude knijpconstructies in het
rioolsysteem weg te halen. Verder zijn ze bezig om in de riolering stuwen aan te brengen, zogeheten stuwputten
om water gericht te sturen. Dit moet nog wel worden gefinetuned tussen enerzijds geen wateroverlast bovenstrooms van de stuwwal en anderzijds geen wateroverlast benedenstrooms van de stuwwal door bijvoorbeeld de
overstortdrempel te verlagen. In het nieuwe gemeentelijke rioleringsplan dat nu wordt gemaakt wordt ook zeker
rekening gehouden met klimaatadaptatie en een kostenraming.
8. Heeft de bui van 18 juni nog geleid tot nieuwe klimaatadaptatieplannen of meer urgentie?
De bui heeft misschien niet zo zeer tot nieuwe plannen geleid, maar de bui kan wel worden gebruikt om het
stedelijk watermodel te toetsen, wat handig is voor het nieuwe gemeentelijke rioleringsplan. Verder genereert
het bestuurlijke aandacht; bestuurders willen natuurlijk graag pronken met zoiets als mooie gebouwen, maar
deze bui heeft er wel ook voor gezorgd dat juiste riolering en klimaatadaptatie ook op de kaart worden gezet.

4: Answers interview municipality of Brunssum (12-04-2022, in Dutch)
1. Hoe hebben jullie de bui ervaren?
Het interessante is dat er op 22 augustus helemaal geen meldingen van wateroverlast zijn gedaan. Echter op
4 juli (niet naar voren gekomen in mijn analyse) was er wel sprake van wateroverlast, hoewel de schade mee
viel met vijf/zes schademeldingen. Ook met de langdurige regen in Zuid-Limburg was er hier en daar sprake
van wateroverlast, hoewel op een veel kleinere schaal dan in bijvoorbeeld Valkenburg. Dit komt doordat er geen
water van andere plaatsen in Brunssum afstroomt.
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2. Op wat voor plekken was er overlast, wat waren knelputen?
Dit waren puur de lage plekken in het landschap, de beekdalen. Daar komt afstromend water van hoger gelegen
gebieden samen. Zeker vanwege versteende oppervlakken stroomt water dan hard naar het laagste punt, wat
problemen veroorzaakt. Er was echter niet echt sprake van een te vol riool; vanwege een te grote helling ten
opzichte van de straatkolken kan het water daar moeilijk naar binnen en springt het er als het ware overheen.
Er waren een stuk of vijf/zes punten waar overlast ontstond op 4 juli, maar het stond nog niet in zoverre blank
dat er echt grote overlast was.
3. Wat voor problemen zijn er geweest met de volgende stedelijke infrastructuur:
• Hoofdwegen, spoorwegen en tunnels?
Twee/drie hoofdwegen waren lastig om doorheen te komen, vooral bij een rotonde vlakblij het centrum.
Daar kan wel tot 50 cm aan water staan. Tunnels zijn er niet in Brunssum.
• Energievoorziening?
Zijn geen problemen mee geweest.
• Telecommunicatie?
Zijn geen problemen mee geweest.
• Afvalwater op straat?
Er is enige tijd sprake geweest van afvalwater op straat. Zo’n 50 putdeksels waren losgekomen. Dit was
voor een kwartier, maximaal half uur het geval.
• Ondergelopen woningen of bedrijven?
Op de laagste punten heeft men wel last van ondergelopen kelders.
• Bereik van kwetsbare groepen of gebouwen?
Er zijn niet echt problemen mee geweest, maar als er tot 50 cm aan water op straat staat op de lage punten
kan het voor ambulances misschien wel lastig worden. Brandweer kan er gewoon doorheen.
4. Hoe snel was de situatie weer terug bij normaal?
Na een kwartier/half uur.
5. Wat voor kosten heeft de bui met zich meegebracht?
Dit was onbekend.
6. Zijn er speciale waterbergingslocaties, danwel aangepaste rioolsystemen?
Ja, er zijn wel speciale waterbergingslocaties bij lage punten, vooral bovengronds wordt dat geprobeerd. Bij
nieuwbouw moet ook rekening worden gehouden met waterberging op eigen terrein. Dit moet wel zo veel
mogelijk onder beheer van de gemeente blijven, anders wordt er geen onderhoud gepleegd.
7. Wat voor plannen rondom klimaatadaptatie zijn er, ook voor de toekomst?
Klimaatadaptatie staat zeker op de agenda. De gemeente maakt gebruik van zogenaamde stresstesten light,
waarbij met een T=100 bui wateroverlast wordt gesimuleerd. Daarnaast willen ze overstappen naar normale
stresstesten waar ook het rioolsysteem wordt meegenomen. Daarna wordt eind van dit jaar een maatregelenplan
gepresenteerd. Er wordt nu al gerekend met bui09, wat een T=5 bui is. Daar is het rioolsysteem nog niet
op gedimensioneerd. Daarom wordt ook gedacht aan bovengrondse afvoer, drempels bij drive-in woningen en
zelfbescherming bij woningen. Uiteraard worden bergingen ook op onderhoud gecontroleerd. Echter blijft het
gebied gewoon erg lastig om aan te passen vanwege het heuvellandschap.
8. Heeft de bui van 18 juni nog geleid tot nieuwe klimaatadaptatieplannen of meer urgentie?
Niet per se, maar de langdurige regen in Zuid-Limburg daarentegen wel wat meer, hoewel dit vooral kleinschalige
plannen zijn.

